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In R’ the integral of a regularly varying (RV) function j is regularly varying only if f is monotone. 
Generalization to R2 of the one-dimensional result on regular variation of the derivative of an 
R% -function however is straightforward. Applications are given to fimit theory for partial sums of 
i.i.d. positive random vectors in R$. 
Taubzrian theorems 
A function f : R+ -+ R+ whose derivative is regularly varying with exponent p is 
itself regularly varying with exponent p+ 1 ‘I he converse is true if the derivative is 
monotone and p 71: -1, This together with Karamata’s Abelian and Tauberian 
theorems for Laplace transforms can be used to derive a limit theory for partial sums 
of i.i.d. positive random variables (see [l] sections XIII 5 and 6). We extend the 
results to higher-dimensional Euclidean space. The appropriate Abelian and Tau- 
berian theorem for Laplace transforms i  provided by Stam 171. For simplicity we 
only formulate the theory in R2. 
* The bulk of this work was carried out while S. Resnick was a visiting fellow at Econometric Institute, 
Erasmus University, Rotterdam. Grateful acknowledgment is made for financial support and hospitality. 
The revision was undertaken while supported by NSF Grant MCS78-009 15. 
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1.. IIntegrals and erivatives of RV&netIons in R’. 
Slightly different from [7] but convenient for our purposes we say that the function 
f : R, x R+ + R, is regularly varying at infinity (RV) if for all x1, x2 > 0 
exists where A(xi, ~2) is positive for all ~1, ~230. Then A satisfies A(axi, 1~2) = 
lzpA (xl, x2) for some real p andA(1, 1) = 1. We calip the index (wt6 then sayfis RV,) 
and A the limitfu~c~o~ off. In R’ the integral of ati RV-functic~n is again RV but in 
lR2 some extra condition such as monotonicity is needed. A functior p: R, x R, -P R, 
will be called non-kcreasing (non-decreasing} if f is non-increasing t non-decreasing) 
in each variable separately. 
Lemma 1, Suppose f :R+xR+ --) R, is monotone and regularly varying with limit 
fuhctionA.Ifp~-1, then j~~~A(ul,~i2jdu;du2<~. 
Proof. .The statement is obvious for non-decreasing A. If A is non-increasing (and 
hence p < 0) 
JJ 
t au2 
A(u,, uzldu, duzs II AIutru~)dulda 0 0 
O-=U,C-f 
ocu*s 1 
UIGUZ 1 
JJ 
u2 
= u: du, du2<w 
0 0 L 
and similarly for the other half of the integration region. 
Remark I. The lemma does not necessarily hold if one only assumes f is regularly 
varying. Consider the example A (xi, x2) = x$+*xY2. Likewise if one merely assumes 
f R\‘, the convergence of the integral j;” jr (ui, ~2) dui du2 :?n for no value of p be 
guaranteed as is shown by the example A(x,. x2) - (XI A x2)'. 
Theorem 1. Suppose f : R, x + + R, is monotone and RV, with p > - 1 and limit 
function A. If fi f(v, v) dv -=z 00, then 
I*1 . IX2 
J J iM:, UZP dui duz lim O__ 
t*f(t, t) -- f-ru, 
aa 
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Rem 2. If f is monotones the ~nditi~n 5: f( U, u) do < 00 implies but is not 
equivalent o 1: j: f(x, y ) dx, dy < . Example: f(x, y) -p ~-~“y-“‘~. 
Pr_oof. The quotient in the left-hand side of (2) equals Ji’ jt2E(tul, tu2)/ 
f(t, t) dur duz. For non-decreasing f the integrand is bounded by ( f(t, t))-‘f(txI, txz) 
and the result follows by dominated convergence. 
In the case f is non-increasing, it is convenient to use a variant of Fatou’s lemma 
kcown as Pratt’s lemma [43: If 0 =S h, s gn are real valued functions ton some measure 
space, and h, ~h,g,-,gandSg,.~jg,thenjh.-,jhprovidedjh<~.No~ 
f(tu1. tud 
--~to<ur~;r,.O-.u*ai;rz.u.hu*l(ulr u2) 
f(t* 0 
and each of these functions converge as t -, ax By one dimensional regular variation 
(Karamata’s Theorem--see [2f p. 15) the integral of the latter function goes to a 
limit: 
lim I--m 
f(“r* “1) du, duz = lim x2 
fk 0 t-ra 
Applying Pratt’s lemma twice gives with the help of Lemma 1 
and similarly for the other half of the i~te~rati~~~ region. 
Before proving t.he converse i.e. regular variation of the derivative of an RV- 
function we fhst state a lemma. o 
+ iy ntonotone and RV,, then the limit function h is 
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Proof. Suppose for concreteness that f is non-decreasing. For any vector x in the 
rectangle 
{x I(1 -S)x()sx e(l+S)x*} 
(the inequalities are componentwise) we have 
Theorem 2. Suppose G : R+ X R+ + R, is ~~so~ute~~ ~ ti~u~u~ with a itiM and 
monotone density f. Suppose G is RV,, p 9 1, with a ~i~it~u~~t~~~ A which is absolutely 
continuous with density d. Then d can be taken conthuous and 
lim t’f (tx I, fx2) 
t-cm G(t, t) 
=d(xi,x2) for x1, x2)0 (3) 
so that f is RV,_;? with limit function (d(1, l))-‘d(xl, x2). 
Proof. Suppose f is non-increasing. Consider for x :, x2 > 0,O < E (x1 A x2 
dur du2 = 
= G(t(xl - ~1, th -E))-GG(t(xr -E), txt)-G(tx,, t(x2-e))+G(tx,, txz) 
G(t, t) 
. 
By assumption the right-hand side tends to 
A(~,-E,x~-E;-A(x,-E,x~)-A(~,,~~-E)+A(x,,x~). 
The left-hand side is at least t2f(txr, tx2)e2/G(t, t). So 
7 
!f?t 
t2f(tx,, txz) ~ A(xl -E,XY-E)-A(x~-E,x~)-A(x,~x~-E)+A(x,~x~) 
G(t, t) E2 
. 
Letting E 4 0 we get for Lebesgue-almost all x1, x2 
-T-- 
!!F 
tZJ(tx*, tx2) 
G(t, t) 
6 d(xl, x21. 
Taking the rectangle (x1, XI + E] x (x2, x2 +F] as the integration region we get 
simiiarly for almost all x1, x2 > 0 
liln t2f(tx,, tx2) 
r-.oD G(t: t) 
ad(xl, x2). 
Hence (3) holds almost everywhere. Clearly if (3) holds for (xl, x2), then (3) also 
holds for (uxr, UXZ) with a > 0 arbitrary and then d(axI, ax2) = aP”*d(xl, x2) by the 
regular variation of G. Pick (x0, yO) with polar coordinates (rO, 0,). There exist 8, J tIO 
such that (3) holds for (r, 0,) with I > 0, n 2 1. Define 
x, = (tan 8,)-‘yO, yn = (tan &)x0 
S&x $ is rn~n~t~~e this gives us dtxo, yo -t- ) = d(xo - , yO). 
By the rnonot~n~~~ty off 
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Letting t + gsg and then n -+ 00 gives 
and since x0, yo are arbitrarily chosen in (0, a)* we have that ;~S) holds everywhere. 
The continuity of d follows from Ltmma 2. For nondecreasing f a similar proof 
applies. 
2. Domains of rpttmction of stab16 probability distributions 
Consider independent random vectors with positive components 
(Xi”, x:*9, (X’:‘, X’2;?‘), . . . 
from the same probability distribution function R Suppose there exist positive 
constants (a,):= l such that the sequence 
converges to a limit distribution ot 
transform P of F we then have 
concentrated at one point. For the Laplace 
where & is the Laplace transform of H, the limit df of (4). Taking logarithms and 
applying 1 -E ---Iogk asPt 1 we get 
lim n(1 -fi(a,‘t,, a,‘t2)) = -log 13(tl, t2) 
n-co 
or by a familiar argument (cf. [2, p. 81) 
lim 1 -P(tt*, St21 -log Ah $2) 
~--= I 
m 1 -F(?, t) -log H(1, 1) 
6) 
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The marginals of H are one-sided stable and at least one marginal is non- 
degenerate so the exponent of regular variation of l-&l/tt, l/t*) is in the open 
interval (-1,O). 
We introduce the function 
and note that the Laplace transform G? of G satisfies 
1 -r’ct1, cd 
e -‘lx1 e-f2X2G(&l, b2) = 
flf2 
so by (5) 
lim w = log fict,, f2mx fir19 1) 
rl0 G(f, f) 
. 
flf2 
Hence 6 satisfies the conditions of Stam’s [‘7] theorem 6 and by Stam’s theorems 
5 and 6 weak convergence of (4) is equivalent to regular variation of G. This by ol;r 
theorems is equivalent to regular variation of 1 -E with exponent -a (0 <. a < 1). 
By de Haan and Resnick [3] regular variation of 1 -F is equivalent o 
. 
,I:%! 
1 - F(txl, tx2) 
1 - F(t, t) = 4AC(.w ~2)) 
.NhereA(xr,x?)={(y,,y2)1~1~~t,yt~~Xr}andvisameasureon[O,~)x[O,aa)with 
ZJ(A’(X~, x2)) < 00 if and only if x1 > 0 and x2 > 0. Moreover for 0 d t9t s 6)~ s &T and 
R>O 
v{(x,, x2) I81< arctiln x,/xl d 82, x: +x; 3 R2} = R -“S((d,, 823) 
where S is a finite non-vanishing measure on [0, in]. Easy calculations lead to 
ri(tt, f2) = exp 
.00 trn 
I J 
(e 
-tIx,-t& 
-- l)v(dxl, dxz). 
0 0 
Domains of attraction of stable df’s in the general case are treated in [6]; see also [S]. 
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